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QUESTION 1

Graduate school students create and submit project proposals to their advisors. During the proposal phase, the advisor
and the student can each edit the draft proposal. 

How do you ensure the advisor and the student can simultaneously edit the proposal, and the application can check the
proposal for changes before committing them? 

A. Configure the locking on the case type to allow one user. 

B. Configure the locking on the case type to allow multiple users. 

C. Configure an assignment for the advisor and an assignment for the student. 

D. Configure the student and advisor roles with view and edit permission. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You are preparing to create a new major version of an application ruleset in which there are multiple minor and patch
versions. How do you create the new ruleset version? 

A. Use the Ruleset Maintenance wizard to skim the relevant ruleset versions to copy the highest version of existing rules
to the new ruleset version. 

B. Use the Ruleset Maintenance wizard to merge the existing rules in the relevant ruleset versions to the new version. 

C. Use the Application Structure landing page to lock and roll the existing ruleset versions to the new version. 

D. Create a new application ruleset using the appropriate version number, then copy the highest version of existing
rules into the new ruleset version. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement is true about services? 

A. Services require a REST connector to function. 

B. Services return all data in XML format. 

C. Services may process outbound requests. 

D. Services may use a listener that runs in the background. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

You are updating a system of record using a SOAP connector. If the system of record is unavailable, you want to retry
after an hour. If it is still unavailable after an hour, a notification should be sent to a system administrator. 

How do you implement this requirement? 

A. Implement the logic in the data page\\'s response data transform. 

B. Implement the logic in the connector\\'s error handler flow. 

C. Customize the standard pxErrorHandlingTemplate data transform. 

D. Use a transition condition in the activity step invoking the connector. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A medium-size toymaker wants to fulfill orders received during the peak season in December and process the orders in
batches multiple times a day. 

How do you implement this use case? 

A. Create one scheduled job and set its run schedule to multiple times a day. 

B. Create scheduled jobs, one for each run, that can process accumulated orders. 

C. Create batches of orders and send each batch for processing when it gets full. 

D. Create a queue processor that can process orders received by the company. 

Correct Answer: A 
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